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Results of 2012 web survey: TSA Operations 
 
Board of Directors Meetings: Comments on meeting locations, content, pace, guest speakers and 

vendors, etc.: 

 

[University Club] is the most convenient for both the North and South Teams. 

All good. 

As always, Bob ran a great meeting and Cathy has learned from the best, so the pace, etc. was quite good. I think it 
would be helpful to have some input from experts on some of the more tangential issues--i.e. insurance, taxes, for 
those of us who are more familiar with the swimming aspects of running a team than the business aspects. 

Convenient location, good content, feedback and communication given ensured everyone was up to date on TSA 
activities. 

I loved the timely formats for the meeting this year. 

I think it was fine. 

I think the meetings are efficient, effective and about the right length and number. 

It has been helpful to our team to hear about the different swim clinics going on in the area. 

It is always very hard to hear what is being said. Maybe some sort of microphone would be helpful. 

Just fine. Well run with some exceptions from comments from the crowd going a bit off course and not profitable for 
the entire group. 

Like meetings at TAC vs. University Club. 

Liked the meeting space at [University Club] but there was not enough seating. 

Location was great, content was clear and concise, pace was right on time. Very informative and brief… very 
professionally run organization. Looking forward to this upcoming fall/winter/spring meetings. 

Locations - TAC and University are great, central meeting places. Content and pace - very good. 

Love meeting at TAC. Didn't mind at [University] Club. Would prefer not to meet next year on the night of the NCSU 
vs. UNC game. Meetings seemed to be a reasonable length with good content and pace. Again, being a new rep, I 
had no prior experience with these meetings. 

Love to meet at the University Club [because I] can hear better [there]. 

Loved meeting at [University Club] TAC is a bit further than I'd rather drive. I feel that NCSU is central to most of us. 

Loved the pace this past year. Keep it up. In and out...quickly. 

Meeting in October [regarding] TSA Championship meet seemed very "directed" in favor of having this meet while 
MANY team representatives were unclear about many aspects of bringing the meet back. Data results from the 
"minimal" survey at the end of the summer seemed skewed in favor of the new meet. Even though a high percentage 
seemed in favor, only a few teams actually participated in the survey. As a team rep, I felt very frustrated and 
"pushed" into making a decision without enough info or feedback from our team. After all the build-up to the meet, I 
was expecting more than was delivered. It did not seem much different from the Greater Raleigh Meet... should have 
left the old format alone [and hold entire meet on] one day so kids could feel the excitement of the immediate results 
from their swim. Oh well... 

Meetings ran smoothly and quick. Thanks!! Locations and times were good. 

Meetings were well run and efficient.  University Club is more centrally located and easier to hear all business. 

My personal preference would be to spread them across two or three different nights of the week (not to always have 
them on Tuesdays or any other single night). If someone has a family, business, or educational conflict on one night 
of the week, it is likely they will have it for the entire season. Spreading the board meetings beyond just Tuesdays 
would help ensure the same reps didn't have to miss all meetings. (I had this communicated to me by several reps). 
Of course - this in turn would make it harder to remember the meetings, so I realize there is not perfect solution to 
this one. 

Nice job. 

No comments. Everyone did a good job. 

Pace was good, no issues. 

Please keep the meetings in a centralized location.   

Seemed appropriate content for Board of Directors Meetings. I liked that the agendas/minutes were available on-line 
in a timely manner.  

Sometimes it is also difficult to feel like opinions other than the norm are heard with respect. 
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TAC hospitality suite was great. Meetings ran smoothly. 

The first meeting was a bit long. Also, with so many teams represented, some discussions can get lengthy and 
annoying. But, Cathy did a great job keeping the meetings on track. Overall, I think the meetings were run very well. 

The meeting we attended (meet management clinic) was well-organized and efficient. 

The meetings are well run and very informative. I think that they may get off on personal tangents that need to be 
managed more effectively. 

The meetings were all handled very well. I appreciated the brevity when it was possible and all of the very helpful 
information. I think it is a great idea to offer the new TSA training as well. 

The vendors and location was not the problem. [What was a problem was arguments about] topics such as: if I 
belong to a sports club, what kind of membership do I have to have in order to participate on the swim team? 

TSA meeting locations are very good. Meetings are well run. 

University Club is more convenient for northern league teams. TAC is okay though. I'd love to get a weather 
forecaster back right before the season starts to remind everyone how dangerous lightning is. 

Very good. 

Would prefer more be held at [University Club]. 

 

 

Comments on your 2012 committee: 

 

[Clinics Committee] seems to be a one person job. Not sure if they need lots of people on this committee. 

All went well this year. 

As a new TSA rep, I was assigned the TSA championship committee. I would have liked to participate more, but as a 
single parent it was very difficult to attend an additional evening meeting so often, especially when the season began. 

Enjoyed the feedback from the leadership. Cathy and Bob were great and used them quite a bit. 

Great group, works together well. 

I didn't receive any communications from the Leagues and Scheduling committee [even though my club was 
assigned to that committee]. 

I served on the Championship Committee and enjoyed working on the committee. 

I was new this year as a TSA rep and didn't really do anything with a committee. 

I was the chair of the [redacted] committee this year and would like to not be the chair. It was challenging to get my 
committee members to do what was needed, and I needed help from the president and secretary to get things rolling. 

It was fine. 

It was good to have Leagues and Scheduling [meet] in the fall when everyone could remember what happened the 
previous season. 

Our team was [represented on] the Leagues and Scheduling committee but I found that our opinion was not 
considered during any of the scheduling process. As a result our small team from North Raleigh was forced to swim 
an away meet in Apex and another exhibition meet in Cary. Part of the problem was two teams dropping out very late 
after the schedule had already been established. [Actually one dropped out BEFORE the dual meet schedule was 
set; the problem was the team that dropped out after that - Ed.] 

The Leagues & Scheduling committee works well together. Meetings were on time and well run. No complaints. 

The Rules committee was run well and had good discussion on proposed changes. 

Very well organized. 

 

 

Feedback on Starters’ Clinics: 

 

Good content and pace. 

Had a new starter this year and he was quite pleased about the information that he received. He made sure that 
meet ran smoothly. So keep up the good work! 
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I would like to see the clinics extend a little bit and include more demos and "what if" scenarios. This is the single 
most important volunteer role at a meet because they determine flow and set the tone - and a meet run by an 
insufficiently trained Starter can quickly turn into a ZOO for all the swimmers and volunteers working on deck. 
 
Given the importance of this role, I also think some type of knowledge certification would be useful year to year. It 
could be as simple as a Google Docs survey just to ensure folks remember the role year to year. 

It would be nice if there were more opportunities to attend a starter clinic. 

More clinics are needed in the two weeks leading up to the first meet. These should be in the north and the south. 

Okay. 

Our new starter felt very informed and empowered from the clinic. 

Our starter enjoyed it. 

Our starter thought the clinic was good, and found it useful. 

Our volunteer Starter did not attend the clinic. He has been doing it for 4 years and felt confident about his job. 

Starters should be told the speed of the meet depends on them and although it is nice to take our time most parents 
do not want their swimmers up very late at night. Many teams have swimmers in year-round schools and although 
we do not want to rush anyone, an efficient starter can move the meet along without rushing by using dive overs, 
bringing swimmers on the blocks while the previous heat is finishing, etc. 

We did not attend, as we have a very experienced starter. 

We did not participate in this clinic but have a new starter and will be requiring them to participate. 

 

 

Feedback on Stroke & Turn Clinics: 

 

Although the online version is more convenient it adds a barrier to those with questions. It also prevents others from 
hearing a question they may not have thought of but would have benefitted from. 

As far as I know the stroke and turn clinic was good. I got no feedback to the contrary from our judges. 

Both of our S&T judges took online class. 

Excellent -- keep the same. 

Fine, they liked the online option, but the ones who went to the clinic had other items stressed. 

Good selection of clinics. 

Great job - repeat next year. 

I had one volunteer who could not pass the online S&T clinic so she was ineligible for the season. We were fortunate 
to have a backup for her but that meant switching other volunteers around. May want to remind reps to let their 
volunteers know that it is better to go to the actual clinic to have questions answered rather than go online. 

I think it is great TSA requires folks in this role to at least attend some form of training. I think this requirement would 
be enhanced  by having EVERYONE doing S&T do Strokeandturn.com to ensure people serving in that role have the 
stroke knowledge to understand everything on the DQ slips. Then, supplement that with information from TSA that is 
specific to the TSA, such as how to deal with 6 & Unders and how to ensure you are calling things consistently with 
the other team BEFORE the meet starts. 

If the dates and locations of these clinics could be arranged and announced earlier it would be greatly appreciated. 

Lighting and sound need to be adequate for the location. Every year it seems it is either hard to see the video or hear 
the sound or both. 

Liked online class. 

Many clubs have a problem filling the S&T position. Therefore, it doesn't get filled until a week or two before the meet 
Several of these clinics should be offered the week before the first meet, both in the North and in the South. The 
dates should be released as early as possible (ideally mid-May when practices start) and communicated in ONE list 
that reps can forward on to their potential parent volunteers. 

More selection in terms of dates and locations if possible. 

My new Stroke and Turn rep attended the Clinic and said it was very helpful. It would be nice to offer a couple of 
clinics in western Cary. Our other Reps were unable to attend the one date offered. 

None.  Tony is easy to work with. 

None....plenty offered. Thank you! 

Okay. 
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On-line is a godsend. 

Our stroke and turn judges take the online course. May need a general announcement at a meeting of the exceptions 
for 6 and unders. 

Scheduling was good this year [with] sufficient notice and options. Room was not overcrowded. 

The number of clinics was good and locations were fine. 

These were good. 

We could use more options and earlier notice. 

 
 
Feedback on StrokeAndTurn.com: 
 

All of our judges used the strokeandturn.com website. This is an excellent option. Thanks for getting it. 

Computer course for Stroke and Turn was a great addition. 

Did not use. 

Excellent resource to have - please be sure this is acceptable again next year! 

Feedback I heard about was that it was nice to be able to have an online version. It seems that we are ever busier in 
life and having it available online anytime to become certified was helpful. 

Great to have an online training option! [or similar; 3 responses] 

Liked the option of doing it online. The only down side was that sometimes the questions were really ambiguous and 
there was no one to talk to in order to get clarification. 

Loved having the online option available. [or similar; 4 responses] 

Mine went to the clinic but good to have this option. 

Need to make sure that people enter their name and club when completing training. 

Our stroke and turn volunteer took the online approach and was a fan. 

Our team used this and found it helpful. 

Parents from my club that used website were very pleased with site. 

This is a great tool for veteran S/T judges. The clinics are better for first time judges. 

This is an EXCELLENT addition. Please continue use of this training/certification tool. 

We didn't use it, but we were glad to see it offered. 

We had one stroke and turn do this and he said it was very convenient. 

 

 
Feedback on Meet Management Clinic: 

 

Also, on the blog site, perhaps there could be a discussion board or Q&A section where TSA reps pose questions 
and get suggestions/answers from either the TSA Board members or other reps. 

Good - repeat next year. 

I attended the Meet Management clinic and found it very helpful. The clinic reviewed a lot of the rules regarding 
eligibility and move-ups. These two areas can cause controversy during meets. One area that was not covered was 
the problems caused by disqualifications. The most controversial area during our meets were DQs. 

I felt that this is overwhelming for a new TSA rep especially having to know the rules and the issues that they may be 
faced with. I liked the weekly reminders and stuff sent out by Cathy which really allowed the TSA reps to learn from 
other issues being faced by other clubs. This needs to be on-going. 

I have sent this in email previously to Bob/Cathy, so I won't spend much time on it here, but I also believe that some 
form of consolidated, organized Best Practices guidelines would be very helpful for TSA Reps.  These would not be 
things that needed to be spelled out in the rules, per se, but things that would benefit from collective awareness.     
As an example: how to share timing or meet seeding data with another team when using the same software? 
Different software? Since all our teams are run by parent volunteers that come and go, it would make sense to have 
a living document maintained with this type of content that could live across all teams and across all years.    Perfect 
use for a collectively maintained Wiki. 

I liked the Q/A [at the beginning of] the meet management clinic. That was fun and provided some situations that I 
hadn't run across. 

I thought it was good. 
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Informative. 

It was a good clinic, and I found the info useful. Almost everyone on our team was new to their job this year as we 
had a big change in running the team. Our former chairperson, who had done almost everything, stepped down this 
year, so we were all learning. We really appreciated the handouts detailing everything needed at the meets. 

It would be good if reps could pre-submit questions for the clinic, so answers are prepared and the meeting can 
move quickly along. 

Meeting was thorough. 

More "what if" scenarios of things that aren't specifically in the rules but that can come up as conflicts during a meet. 
Weather delays and Relay Move-Up guidelines both come to mind as things that could use additional guidance. 

Okay. 

Review filling out the web site after meets. 

Since I am not a new Rep I did not attend. I do recall the first clinic I did attend as a new rep and I found it quite 
helpful. What I do want to say is to remind people that this is a competition but it should be FUN and everyone should 
demonstrate good sportsmanship. 

The e-mails from Cathy once the meets started were very helpful, so something along those lines in an online 
version would be helpful. 

The meet management clinic was great. Learned something from both years I have attended. 

The Meet Management Clinic was very different this year compared to the previous two years. Previous years 
discussed general flow of a meet, which I felt was more valuable to new Reps. 

There is a handout on the website that is all about "The Paper Chase" at a meet. It would probably be a good idea to 
go through that to make sure everyone in the room at least is starting from a basis of knowledge about how a TSA 
meet runs and the various roles needed to pull it off. 

Very good. A lot of information was gone over in a short period of time. However, if the Rep had completed the pre-
work and had already read the TSA documents, then you were no overwhelmed. 

Way too long. 

Well done. 

 

 
Comments on additional training ideas: 

 

An online clinic for head coaches would be helpful with tips on managing their assistant coaches and other probable 
issues that may arise. 

Clerk of Course: specifically to address filling lanes (Assistant Clerk of Course would be good to standardize as a 
volunteer position too). 

I don't think training should be required, but think it would be useful to have online training available for these 
positions. We saw firsthand how having an untrained person as recorder can really cause problems, especially when 
the place judges are also new. 

I think it would be great to have an on-line tutorial for all roles that can be used by the parents to understand their role 
at the swim meet. This will allow the team to forward the link to the volunteers so that they have a little bit of a clue if 
they are doing something for the first time. 

I think the Clerk of Course should have training and the best method would probably be an online course. Hard to 
believe this, but we had more problems this year with place judging and recording! Instead of training the volunteers 
who do these positions, maybe you could create a TSA rep checklist of items to mention at the pre-meet meeting. I 
know I took for granted that the place judges, timers and recorders knew what they were doing and (you aren't going 
to believe this) knew which lane was which! Ugh! Junior coach training and CPR certification would be great too 
(Starting in 2013, high school students will need to have CPR training to graduate, FYI.) 

If there could be just a short video on how to work in these positions I think that there would be a larger number of 
parents who would say "Yes, I can do that." Or at least not give you the "deer in the headlights" look when you ask 
them if they can volunteer in that position. 
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If there were a place that training was going on simultaneously, I could see getting a group from each team coming 
where one person represented their particular area of job assignment. We are planning to have a "head" for each of 
these positions as we can next year or just a couple of people rotating the same positions so there is more 
consistency. Then we can assign others under them to get the job done and train any new workers.  We began this 
last year with a head timer and head clerk of course with an assistant added this year and 6 to 8 "line up" volunteers 
to get the kids pre-seeded before they even get to clerk of course. Worked great.  No more yelling at kids at clerk of 
course. Many more volunteers working each meet though. 

Love the Junior Coach Clinic idea. Even though it is a volunteer position at our club, it may add a more "official feel" if 
they attend a clinic to get "certified." This, in turn, could help retain older swimmers. 

More clinics and more advance notice would be ideal so we could get information out to parent volunteers. 

Most critical role. 

Our clerk of course thought it might be useful, but shouldn't be required. 

Our home meets run very smoothly and most of it has to do with our Clerk and our Recorder. We've gone to many 
other pools where things are not as smooth. One MAJOR thing, is Recorders need to understand their job is to 
record what the place judges say. They are not to watch the race and decide it will be faster to just put down what 
they saw because it was clear who came in 1st, 2nd, 3rd. 

These would be great training videos. Record these people in action, while pointing out exactly what they are doing. 
And show how to handle something like how to score a tie. A starter video would be great as well. 

Timer: I don't think all timers should need to attend this, especially since all teams kind of do it their own way 
depending on their timing system and software capabilities. What I do think would be helpful would be to standardize 
the role of Head Timer - and have THAT person attend some form of training or knowledge share session if desired. 

Volunteer Coordinator: Having a training class and a support network for people in this role would be helpful. 

We encountered several teams who are just not organized. They don't have event sheets ready --- in fact use them 
instead of a lineup sheet to organize swimmers. Don't have all volunteer spots -- even judges -- identified. 
Understanding this would help. 

We experienced several meets where we had first-time place judges. We also experienced a Recorder that wanted 
to argue their viewpoint on order of finish. 

We use Meet Manager and Team Manager. Every year we have to re-learn the software. It would be great to be able 
to attend a refresher course. I know that all of the teams do not use the software, but I think it is becoming more 
popular. 

Would be nice to have a standardized training package for scorers that could be handed out with the score pad. 
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Meet materials (printed packet and online materials): Your comments on content, accuracy, clarity, 

completeness: 

 

All in order. 

All was good. 

All well done. 

All worked for us. 

All worked well. 

As far as I know, these materials were sufficient and useful for the meets. 

Can we reduce the intro script to not announce who is filling all those positions? We agreed with other teams not to 
use it, but why even have it in the script? 

During a meeting this year, we noticed a discrepancy between the stroke and turn sheets and the rules. It looks like 
we use USA swimming sheets, which apparently gives the stroke and turn judge the right to call a false start. This 
does not apply to TSA. We had a meet where a S&T judge DQ'd a swimmer for false start, yet the starter did not stop 
the race and stated it was a good start. We overturned the DQ, but we should clarify in the rule book or remove it 
from the S&T sheet. 

Everything was great, thank you!! 

Everything was very clear. 

Excellent, although we did find one discrepancy between the TSA manual and the DQ forms. We had an issue arise 
about where a swimmer should surface in freestyle. The manual says by the 15m mark, which I know is the rule. 
However, the DQ sheets state that if the pool has no 15m mark, then the second set of flags should be used as the 
guideline. Either that should be added to the TSA manual, or taken off the DQ sheet so they match. Our swimmer 
who surfaced after the 15m mark, but before the second set of flags was new to swimming, and didn't know the rule. 

Excellent. 

Fine. 

For some of the documents I preprinted the materials. 

Good - repeat next year. 

Good. 

Great! 

Great! 

Great. 

I lived by the TSA rule book during the swim meets. Online materials were very useful, especially the Announcer's 
script. I had a sufficient amount of all other materials (DQ slips, pink and blue sheets, etc.)  I found that teams were 
using older versions of the DQ slips. It is not clear to me whether the old version of the DQ slips should be thrown out 
after each season. 

Materials met requirements and were accurate. Almost ran out of DQ slips. 

Materials provided were good quality and conveniently packaged for pickup with no issues/errors. 

Materials were perfect for needs - perhaps provide more standardized approach to teams sharing times when lanes 
filled in. Provide a trade-sheet for filled in lanes with times, swimmer name/number, etc. to swap at end of night 

Meet materials were great. We only use the printed, have not needed to go online yet. 

Most of the rules are very clear.   Rules with respect to relay move-ups could be made more clear. All of the rules 
could benefit from happening "what if" scenarios included as is done for the Ribbons section. There are scenarios the 
rules are designed to protect against, and those scenarios likely repeat year to year, team to team.  It would be 
helpful to have that information coordinated in a place that was organized, accessible, and supported by the TSA 
Rep community at large. (I mentioned this in a previous answer, but this type of thing would be perfect for a Wiki.) It 
wouldn't serve as a set of additional rules; rather as Best Practices by TSA Reps, for TSA Reps. 

No problems. 

On softball/baseball score sheets, the visiting team goes on the left.  On basketball score sheets, the visiting team 
goes on the left. Why does the home team go on the [left] side of the [TSA] score sheet? 

Plenty of meet materials. 

Still find some teams using old DQ slips. May need to send out an email before first meet reminding teams to use 
correct color of DQ slips. 
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The print materials given to us at the May/June meeting were excellent. The packets were prepared and given by 
club name. Compliments to this group of individuals. 

The stroke and turn pads that we received did not include the new 6 and under rules for bringing the hands past the 
hip. This came up on a number of occasions as the folks that took the on-line course and had the old pad would DQ 
many swimmers. Other than that all was very good. 

Tons of great information online, though some of it is out of date and much of it doesn't appear to be organized. 

Very good, no issues. 

Very good. 

Very well done. 

Was fine. 

We had everything that we needed. DQ slip needed backstroke turn line item such as "After passing vertical, non-
continuous motion into turn". 

Well done. 

 

 

Web Site: Your comments on www.tsanc.org, suggested enhancements, etc.: 

 

Batch upload should be easier... in some way be more user friendly. 

Can we get a mobile view? 

Could not figure a way to record shared records. To be able to enter two or more names for records would be helpful. 

Excellent enhancements, especially the section for pool records. 

Good information is provided on the website 

Good site although didn't know if after entering times, could go back and update. 

Good. 

Good. 

Great resource. 

Have a "subscribe" option. Having a job, I do not always look at the TSA website. So if I got an email about updates, 
I might view it more. 

Hit a bug in entering results for another team - their swimmer's name had an apostrophe. A workaround was 
provided ASAP and a fix created within a few weeks. When I hit the issue, though, I noticed that the data entry pages 
were updating the database "live" without any pre-checking of the generated SQL insert statement. Someone current 
on data-entry technologies could probably help here. 

I enjoyed the website, but did not use it often. 

I love the site and always find it very useful. 

It is a great resource. 

It would be nice to see the Committees and their Chairs and Members easily accessible from the website. 

No issues. 

Seems ahead of its time in some ways (love how I can switch years to a past season and view data associated with 
that season).  

Seems due for some organization and updates. Would love to see much of the non-rules content for TSA Reps to be 
converted to Wiki format that is collectively maintained by TSA Reps.  

Still would like to see some of the secure information more available.  For example, if I am swimming against Team A 
on certain day of the season I should be able to see the roster. Can be first name with birthdates. 

The menus aren't all as clear as they could be (can't tell you how many times I confused Meetings and Schedules). I 
always found my way to where I needed to be, but menu design/consolidation may be something that could be 
improved. 

The Website worked fine and I was easily able to get on and get the information that I needed. 

Very easy to understand. When I send a parent there I never hear back from them that they could not find what they 
were looking for. Would love some online tutorials regarding the various volunteer positions. 

Very easy to use and very up-to-date. 

Very useful and user friendly. 

We appreciate the vast amount of information available on the website and blog. 

Website has all of the needed information. 
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Works for me but I would like to see TSA purchase a system that every team uses and trains for. I know Durham 
does this and it's built in to the fees. If we were integrated, I know it would not satisfy everyone but it seems we would 
all have the same info and way to share it. 

Would be helpful if the website includes the opportunity for coaches to be able to view other teams' rosters. 

 

 

 

Online Documents: Your comments on tools and documents available from www.tsanc.org: 

 

All documents were available and provide necessary details in order to run an effective meet. 

Did not use them often - wasn't very aware of them. Will try to use it more this year. 

Everything else was great. 

Excellent, especially the information on how to run manage meets. The material is very useful especially for new 
people. 

Fine. 

Found these useful. 

Getting documents printed from online site has been very helpful. 

Good. 

I get duplicate copies of meet management materials here all the time! 

I'm fairly new so what I have used thus far is okay but if I knew more I may want more info. 

Love it. It makes it really easy for those who would like to do it at home. 

Love that the announcer sheet and starter sheet are available online. 

Love the ribbon ordering spreadsheet. Unfortunately didn't stumble across that until AFTER we had ordered our 
ribbons. It helped us rectify an error in our calculations, though. This is the type of information that could be 
referenced in the Best Practices information I have mentioned several times in my feedback. 

No suggestions. We can always easily find what we are looking for. 

Please add the Hy-Tek [Meet Manager] files for each year to the documents section. 

Seems due for some organization and updates. Would love to see much of the non-rules content for TSA Reps to be 
converted to Wiki format that is collectively maintained by TSA Reps.  

Some of the online resources could be updated. 

The online documents were great resources. Used them quite a bit.  Even had them bookmarked on iPhone and 
iPad to use at meets if I had questions about the rules. 

The tsanc.org website was very helpful for organizing volunteers, rosters, team store, etc. However, there were a 
LOT of glitches in the meet seeding process that cost a lot of time. Once those bugs are fixed, it will be a fabulous 
resource! 

Used the documents frequently. Very helpful. 

Very easy to locate what parents are looking for. 

Very good and useful. 

Very good documents. 

Very good. 

Very helpful. 

Very useful resource that I referred to many times preseason and during the season. 

 

 

 

Other resources:  Your comments on tsanc.blogspot.com, the TSA Board of Directors newsgroup, etc.: 
 

Blog is very helpful; but since the clinic information is posted there, it would be helpful to have a consolidated 
list/view/calendar of dates instead of having to search through the listing of entries. For example, when there are 
updates or new entries, all future clinics should also be listed so we do not need to piece it together. 

Didn't use this as much as I should have. Our other TSA reps may have used it more. 

Fine. 

Good resources. 

Good. 
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Great to see what is coming up on the agenda and refresh the memory from the events of the last meeting, 
especially Oct - Jan. 

It is helpful to have the Google group, so that people with common questions can ask and get answers! 

Never used it. 

No issues. 

Sometimes had to dig around the blog to find specific information but otherwise fine. 

The blog doesn't seem to get used too much or very consistently. 

The newsgroup is excellent. 

Very helpful. 

Very helpful. 

Love the TSA newsgroup. 

 

 

General comments: 

 

[Redacted] team should not be in TSA since they practice year-round as a team. 

[Seeking] advice on when the TSA [Rep] you've assigned to a meet isn't getting the job done very well. What to do? 
Is there a way to step in and take over? I am the main TSA [Rep] and the one that really runs everything although I 
am delegating "heads" for jobs but I am the one reported to therefore, I do assign the TSA [Rep] for every meet to 
someone else so I can be available for my parent volunteers' needs. Is this a good idea or should I really be the 
[Rep] or does it matter? What do most teams do? 

Add a sentence (to section 101.6.3?) that clearly states that running starts are not allowed (in particular, by 
2nd/3rd/4th swimmers that are starting from the deck not a [starting] block). 

Another great year! 

Cathy's weekly emails were greatly appreciated. The tips for handling various weather issues were very helpful. 

For 6 & Unders, raise the expectation for at the least the main event swimmers. For example, they should be able to 
swim a full 25 yards not 15. 

Fourth of July week is a very difficult week to get meet volunteers. Add that to the bad weather we've had the past 
two years on the night of the meet and you get many teams that end up having to forfeit. We may want to reconsider 
swimming during this holiday meet. I would be interested in taking a look at swimming meets on Saturday morning 
rather than Tuesday nights. 

I absolutely loved being able to confidentially communicate with Cathy this season. We try to keep problems at meets 
quiet so as not to affect our team or swimmers towards other teams so this was a great outlet for me to learn and 
express. I'm sorry if I wore your reading eyes out, Cathy, but it really did help me.  I didn't want to really "report" any 
misconduct of other teams but wanted to know how to better handle it or if we were thinking correctly in the first 
place.  I know everyone cannot do this or you would be way too involved in the aftermath of meets, but it was good 
for me and I learned a lot from communicating with you. Maybe having some seasoned TSA team up with new TSA 
[Rep] not in the same divisions or swimming each other would be a good idea. Buddy system per se. Some would 
use it and others would not. 

I have been involved in a number of volunteer organizations and TSA is far and away the most well run, organized 
and effective organization.  I am continually in awe of how we manage to (almost seamlessly) get through the season 
each year! 

I have noticed that most teams do not take the time to keep up with their pool and team records on the website. Most 
seem to just have whatever the visiting team happens to enter. As a TSA rep it seems that I can enter our swimmers 
in these empty spots if our swimmer wins his/her event at the host pool. I have not done this as I know it will cause 
problems and is likely not the actual record. Our records page on the web site mirrors what we have at the pool and 
is easily downloaded to use for meets. I know the root issue is laziness as most people do not want to take the time 
to enter past records. It seems that if the TSA required that only a copy of the TSA records page be used at TSA 
meets this would likely clean up this issue as it would likely force teams to make their records page complete and 
current. 

It should be discussed at the first meeting that TSA reps should not treat each other differently when there is 
something that they don't necessarily agree with. 
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It would be awesome if all pre-season clinics could be offered in the same place at the same time, like you would see 
break-out sessions at a conference, to make it easier to attend more than one.  Example:  Have 3 or 4 clinics going 
on simultaneously in different rooms, each offered twice, so you would have 2 sessions of 45 minutes each.  Then 
each volunteer could attend the clinic for their position (I'm TSA Rep, so I would go to that one first), then could 
attend one other clinic for some redundancy of having those key positions covered at meets. 

It would be nice to get away from the place judges deciding places. Times for each lane should be averaged and that 
is how your winner should be decided. If there is discrepancy, then have a place judge on each side of the finish end 
to give finishing places as back-up. 

Learning experience for sure. But gained knowledge throughout season to carry over to next year. 

Need to add a feature to this survey to save a partially filled out survey, and the option for more than one person to 
access for a team. I can answer many of these items, but would prefer that our head coach answer those questions 
about coaching hours, etc. 

Overall being a TSA [Rep] is a lot of time and it is a "job" that no one wants to do because of the way that some TSA 
reps treat the others. I do not feel that TSA reps should be able to overrule things without a discussion. Sometimes 
TSA reps treat other teams differently when they don't comply with their requests. 

Please take away the 6-and-under option to swim those swimmers first. It ALWAYS creates an uncomfortable 
situation since our club does not agree to do this and a lot of other clubs do - it starts off the meet in disagreement. 
Please consider that. 

The answer to the early season practice opportunities was "0" for all groups because our pool did not open this year 
until the weekend before our first dual meet, so our preseason practice consisted of one Monday evening team 
meeting in the rain. Not an auspicious start!  Had we had early season practices, the practice opportunities and hours 
would have been the same as the regular season. Our HOA only allows the swim team to have the pool for 3 
practices during the week at 6:00-8:00 p.m., so it is very, very limited. 

The general results of this survey are not really useful in determining market rates for coaching pay. I would really 
like to have a better way to determine what a fair rate of pay is. 

The TSA is an amazing volunteer organization and I'm honored to be part of it. Making the decision to participate in 
summer swim team has turned out to be a gift for our family - and we are happy to be finding ways to give back to 
the organization. Looking forward to doing so for many years to come.... 

Tuesday nights are difficult due to weather. Is it possible to form a league of teams that would prefer Saturday 
morning meets? 

We had a great year, disappointed in the Championship meet. Not alll teams were  involved, two days, fell on senior 
champs weekend, not a true championship meet for those reasons, anti-climactic at end, kids couldn't see immediate 
results, Where was the hype? Totally missed the mark. 

We use Team Unify for our website, suit order, communication and registration (for weekly swim meets including the 
TSA Championship). It has been great. It is really easy to use and provides a lot of benefits for the team managers 
and the families. They are in the process of creating a timing system platform. 

You did not offer a spot for paid Junior Coaches. We do have part-time Junior Coaches who work with our 8-and-
under swimmers. They do not work many hours but we feel it is a great training ground to develop future coaches. 
They also assist at meets when needed. They are all between the ages of 13 to 15.   [Editor: if they're paid, then they 
are considered to be Assistant Coaches for purposes of the survey.] 

 


